Training literacy facilitators in Tanzania:
Culture Eats Strategy For Breakfast!

Example of local artwork

Training literacy facilitators in Tanzania
Facilitators are being trained in a very rural area of Central Tanzania,
about 100 miles north of Dodoma. Their homes are in medium to
large villages in that area. Books are in the relevant local language.
ALL happens within the local cultural context, which overrides
external “strategy”. It is beHer that our strategy begins with cultural
respect and the development of culturally appropriate materials.
“Culture eats strategy for breakfast!” Many iniKaKves frequently
founder right there…!
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TRAINING VOLUNTEER LITERACY FACILITATORS
• Regular, short, training workshops, which are planned to ﬁt with
local work seasons and paHerns. This means aSer harvest and
before the next rains. Training is strongly linked to pracKcal
work.
• The programme comprIses three sets of four days’ teaching,
twelve days each year in total. These take place at the
beginning, middle and towards the end of the teaching season.
This paHern has a more powerful impact, as skills are
immediately used in actual contexts.
• Our volunteers develop skills, understanding and conﬁdence
incrementally. They also develop social relaKonships and group
idenKty.

Training Literacy Facilitators: Challenges
We are working in local languages, as these are highly
valued and are used all the Kme in daily life. As far as
possible we use the same alphabet system as Swahili, our
naKonal language. adding very few addiKonal symbols
where these are needed for diﬀerent sounds not present in
Swahili. Learning iniKal literacy in one’s mother tongue is
substanKally easier than in another learned language. It
makes later learning in Swahili, our language of wider
communicaKon, much easier.

Where do we get our volunteer teachers?
A small team of leaders with greater experKse and experience teach
a two-day programme, which we call transiKonal literacy. This
programme begins in Swahili and enables local language speakers
who are ﬂuent in Swahili and can read and write in Swahili, to learn
to read and write in their local language. They work in about 5 large
village areas each year. Simple reading assessment and independent
wriKng acKviKes give them an idea of who might potenKally be
competent writers, or capable facilitators. These people are then
invited for further training and they decide at the conclusion if they
would like to act as volunteer literacy facilitators or be involved in
more wriKng.

Writers’ workshops

To learn literacy as a skill set without the opportunity for further learning
and development is of no value, so writers’ workshops are a vital means
of producing meaningful, relevant reading materials. These are wriHen in
natural local language forms which are used frequently in day to day
acKviKes. As far as possible, we build on tradiKonal oral culture and
narraKves.
The writers brief illustrators on the illustraKve needs of their wriHen
texts. The illustrators’ group then produce relevant, culturally acceptable
illustraKons which support access to the text. Training for writers and
illustrators is usually for one week each year. These illustraKons are much
more powerful and aHracKve to local readers than western clip art,
which iniKally was our only opKon.

Futures, sustainability
• Sustainability of life and health are huge challenges, and sustainability of our work
is fragile, since it is largely dependent on funding from the West. It seems ironic
that funders are beginning to promulgate stronger locally-owned developments,
yet funding channels for local language community literacy work is not a high
priority.
• Our literacy groups work within the communiKes. Sales of books and calendars
indicate a huge thirst for literacy. When we see the responses of those who buy
and can read, and parKcularly their joy in reading in THEIR language, we are
encouraged.
• The community has expressed interest in booklets to support them in
understanding more about areas such as First Aid, Diabetes, NutriKon, small
businesses, simple baking and related sales and proﬁts.
• So we help as we are able, and will do so for as long as we can. In terms of actual
on-the-ground costs, we are good value for money!
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